CONSULTANTS

Maurizio Castelli

Modest
maestros
From the shadows of Italy’s famous consultant
winemakers, who drove the country into the spotlight
with cult bottlings from international grapes, a band of
less starry names is finally emerging. Kerin O’Keefe
profiles six oenologists working with native grapes who
are reluctantly getting the attention their efforts deserve

Castelli, who is extremely reluctant to take the limelight or even talk to journalists, is
refreshingly forthcoming and engaging when finally cornered into an interview. The man
who helped to create such legendary wines as Col d’Orcia’s Poggio al Vento Brunello Riserva,
Mastrojanni’s Brunello Schiena d’Asino and Poderi Boscarelli’s Vino Nobile, admits:
‘Sangiovese is the grape closest to my heart. Merlot and Cabernet are the furthest.’ After
graduating from the University of Milan in 1972, he moved to Tuscany as an advisor to the
Chianti Classico Consorzio. He became an independent consultant in 1980. As one of the
pioneers of Tuscan quality wine, he possesses an almost encyclopaedic knowledge of the
both the region and its native vines, even though he also consults for estates as far away
as California and New Zealand. Castelli doesn’t mince words over the futility of
planting international grapes in Italy. ‘The biggest mistake Italian winemakers made
is planting international grapes everywhere, especially Merlot. Merlot not only dulls
Italian wines, but its mass cultivation prevented the development of native grapes,
such as Ciliegiolo, Foglia Tonda and Mammolo, which are extraordinary, antique
Tuscan grapes that lend floral, spice and other interesting sensations to wines.’
According to Mastrojanni’s in-house winemaker, Andrea Machetti: ‘Castelli works
with estates which have the same respect for Italy’s native grapes as he does,
because he understands that only our native grapes can
express a growing zone’s identity.’
One to try: Mastrojanni, Vigna Schiena d’Asino,
Brunello di Montalcino 2006 HHHHH 19pts/20
£55 FortyFive10, Handford Wines, Wimbledon Wine Cellars,
Huntsworth Wines

Gorgeous bouquet of violet, rose, earth and leather, with a hint
of truffle. Wild cherry flavours, with great depth and length.
Tight and concentrated. Drink: 2014–2025. Alcohol: 14.5%

‘Sangiovese is the grape
closest to my heart.
Merlot and Cabernet
are the furthest’
Maurizio Castelli

IN THE LAST few decades, the most noteworthy of Italy’s flying winemakers –
consultants who have consistently turned out some of the country’s highestscoring wines – have become as famous as many of the wines they created.
Celebrated oenologists Riccardo Cotarella, Carlo Ferrini, Alberto Antonini
and Stefano Chioccioli, considered Italy’s elite when it comes to making wines
with international grapes (as well as internationally styled wines from native
varieties) often eclipse the names of the wineries that hired them.
While no one denies the crucial role these men have played in Italy’s quality
wine revolution, many feel these consultants often leave their unmistakeable
signatures on their respective bottlings. And as consumer preferences move
away from Italian Merlot and Cabernet, toward more terroir-driven wines,
another group of consultant winemakers, long on the fringes with their
passion for Italy’s native grapes, is now being thrust to the fore. Hitherto
known only to die-hard Italian wine fans, most of these oenologists prefer to
work behind the scenes, letting their wines speak for themselves. And while
many wine lovers won’t recognise the names of these winemakers, their
wines and the estates that produce them are among Italy’s finest.
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Donato Lanati
‘In 1998, we got sick of working with international varieties because the wines tasted like
they could have been made anywhere,’ says veteran producer Nicodemo Librandi of the
eponymous estate, one of Calabria’s premier producers. ‘Our former oenologist refused to
work with the area’s native grapes, so we turned to Donato Lanati because I’d always
admired the finesse of his wines made with native grapes,’
Even if Lanati, a professor of oenology at the University of Turin and founder of Enosis,
an avant-garde laboratory and research centre, was not familiar with Calabria’s indigenous
varieties – notably Gaglioppo – what he lacked in experience he made up for in enthusiasm,
thanks to his love for Italy’s native grapes. ‘Because they aren’t grown all over the world, or
even all over Italy, our native grapes offer a unique opportunity to not make homogenous
wines. This recognisable diversity is the real richness of Italian wine.’ Lanati, who works
with a number of Italian varieties, has built his reputation on wines made from indigenous
grapes – from Nebbiolo in the Barolo zone, where he consults for famed estate Giuseppe
Mascarello, to Nerello Mascalese in Sicily, where he works with boutique estate Palari.
One to try: Librandi, Duca Sanfelice, Cirò Riserva 2008 HHHH 18
£14.95 Great Western Wine
Intense nose of dates, spice and aromatic herbs. Sour cherry, spice, liquorice and carob on the palate.
Still young, with bracing tannins and vibrant acidity. Very convincing. Drink: 2013–2025. Alc: 13.5%
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Franco Bernabei
Franco Bernabei, the man behind some of Italy’s most revered wines – including
Selvapiana’s Bucerchiale, Fontodi’s Flaccianello della Pieve, Felsina’s Fontalloro, and
offerings from Casa Vinicola Sartori – insists he ‘merely accompanies grapes during
vinification, but never forces them’ and is adamant that there is no such thing as a
single formula for winemaking. ‘I’m very much against making wines merely to
suit market demands, and I don’t believe that adding Merlot to all wines is
a guarantee of success,’ explains Bernabei. If, in the past, this celebrated
oenologist was criticised by some producers for not making ‘modern wines’,
today he confides that many of those same producers are now his clients.
‘If 10 years ago many estates wanted to imitate New World wines, now there
is definitely a sense of returning to tradition, especially when the wines are
enhanced by today’s technology.’ Bernabei adds that he only works with
‘producers who are willing to take the time to tend each and every vine
to produce outstanding grapes’. According to Giuseppe Mazzocolin of
top Chianti Classico estate Felsina, Bernabei is as methodical as he is
passionate. ‘When I asked Bernabei to be my consultant back in 1982,
he said he needed two years to understand the potential of the estate.
He came back with two words: Rancia and Fontalloro, two of our
vineyards, which became the names of our single-vineyard bottlings.’
One to try: Felsina, Fontalloro, Tuscany 2007 HHHHH 18.5
£36.95–£47 Exel, Fine & Rare, Harrods, HarperWells, Slurp, The
Drink Shop, The Wine Reserve, The Wine Society, Winedirect

Magnificent fragrance of violet, iris and black cherry, with hints of
leather and spice. Mouthfuls of concentrated cherry, spice and
liquorice. Perfect balance and fantastic length. Very
compelling. Drink: 2017–2030. Alc: 14%

‘I don’t believe that adding
Merlot to all wines is a
guarantee of success’
Franco Bernabei
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Giulio Gambelli
Known as Italy’s maestro assaggiatore or master taster, the now 86-year-old Gambelli never
received any formal oenological training, at least not on an academic level. Yet when it comes
to Sangiovese, he had perhaps the most unique, exhaustive and hands-on training of any other
Italian oenologist. At the tender age of 14, and already working at the large Enopolio winery,
Gambelli was ‘discovered’ by Tancredi Biondi Santi of Brunello fame. Biondi Santi, who was
Enopolio’s consultant, was so impressed with the youngster’s superb palate that he personally
trained him in the art of making great Sangiovese-based wines. Gambelli went on to become
one of the most sought-after consultants in his home region of Tuscany, and he is behind some
of Italy’s mythical cult bottlings, including Montervertine’s Le Pergole Torte, as well as lauded
Brunellos from Case Basse and Poggio di Sotto. In this day and age of prima donna winemakers,
modest Gambelli is the polar opposite, saying he is ‘a mere instrument guiding the wine’ while the
vineyards and estates deserve the credit. According to Martino Manetti, owner of Montevertine,
where Gambelli has consulted since 1968: ‘Giulio’s greatest skill is allowing individual vineyards
to express themselves with as little intervention as possible in the winemaking process.’
Gambelli’s wines stand out for their impeccable balance, elegance and longevity.
One to try: Montevertine, Le Pergole Torte, Tuscany 2007 HHHHH 18.5
£60–£74 Exel, Fine & Rare, Joseph Barnes, Les Caves de Pyrène, Swig, Vagabond, Winebear
Stunning earthy and floral bouquet with balsamic notes. Elegant, with intense wild cherry flavours and
great depth. Still young and developing, though should be a beauty. Drink: 2015–2028. Alc: 13%
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Paolo Vagaggini
Although wine lovers may not realise it, they probably know Paolo
Vagaggini already. Or at least his wines. Vagaggini is behind an
impressive number of some of the best hand-crafted Brunellos, such
as those from Fuligni, Il Marroneto, Gianni Brunelli and Ciacci
Piccolomini, to mention just a few, as well as a number of Chianti
Classicos, Vino Nobiles and wines from Montecucco. Producers love
his discreet, non-invasive style. ‘I never put myself in front of the
bottle,’ says Vagaggini. ‘Instead, I try to bring out the maximum
potential of the terroir, the grape, the estate’s winemaking
philosophy and the distinct character of the owner.’ Vagaggini, who
has worked abroad and collaborated with the University of Bordeaux’s
Professor Yves Glories and later with Professor Denis Dubourdieu,
began working with his father, celebrated agronomist Francesco
Vagaggini, in 1975. He gained a wealth of experience in both the
vineyards and the cellars that would help him craft stunning
Sangiovese wines of impressive longevity. According to Maria Flora
Fuligni: ‘In Montalcino, Paolo knows Sangiovese like no one else
– even the grape’s behaviour at all different altitudes and expositions.
We particularly value his balance of tradition and innovation.’
One to try: Fuligni, Brunello di Montalcino 2006 HHHHH 18.5
£34.95–£39.97 Fine & Rare, Lea & Sandeman
Stunning Sangiovese floral aromas and spice, with a delicious palate of
crushed cherry, tobacco and cinnamon. Elegant, with bracing tannins and
great concentration. Needs time to develop. Drink: 2015–2030. Alc: 14.5%
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‘In Montalcino, Vagaggini knows
Sangiovese like no one else’ Maria Flora Fuligni
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Above: Sangiovese at Ciacci Picolomini, which is among Paolo Vagaggini’s clients
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Salvo Foti
Born and raised on the slopes of Mount Etna, Salvo Foti is a key figure in the
rebirth of Sicilian wines and works with leading wineries including Benanti,
Gulfi and singer Mick Hucknall’s estate, Il Cantante. Although he consults for
estates in Pantelleria, Pachino and Ragusa, he is most famous for his work on
Etna, where he helped to usher in the new age by returning to ancient vines
and traditions, married to a modern approach.
Foti’s career gained lift-off in 1988, when Giuseppe Benanti, who made his
fortune in the family’s pharmaceutical company, decided to restore his
grandfather’s vineyards on Mount Etna. ‘At the time, the local wines were just
terrible,’ recalls Benanti, who hired Foti as his agronomist and winemaker.
Foti adds: ‘Just when other estates across Sicily and Italy were ripping up native
grapes to plant Chardonnay and Merlot, I convinced Benanti to restore his
bush-trained vines of native varieties – white Carricante, and red Nerello
Mascalese and Nerello Cappuccio.’ Pietramarina, made from ancient
Carricante vines and boasting stunning complexity, balance and energising
minerality, firmly placed Etna on
the map when it was first released in 1994, and the standards haven’t slipped.
One to try: Benanti, Pietramarina, Etna Superiore 2007 HHHH 17.5
£28–£33.49 Exel, Les Caves de Pyrène, Slurp, Swig
Lovely aromas of orange blossom, Spanish broom and lychee. Concentrated citrus,
anise and almond flavours, with pure minerality. Beautifully balanced, stunning length.
Drink: 2012–2020. Alc: 12.5%

‘Just when other estates were
ripping up native grapes to plant
Chardonnay and Merlot, I convinced
Benanti to restore his bush-trained
vines of native varieties’ Salvo Foti
Kerin O’Keefe is a freelance wine writer and author of a forthcoming
book on Brunello di Montalcino (University of California Press)

The old guard
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Alberto Antonini
Before founding a global
consulting enterprise in 1996,
Antonini was an assistant
winemaker at the Frescobaldi
group and then director of
oenology at Antinori. Today he
consults for star Chianti Classico
estates Castello di Bossi and
Collelungo, and works with
Sangiovese as far afield as
Australia. He is an advisor to
numerous estates around the
world, notably in California, Chile
and Argentina, working
particularly with Malbec.

Stefano Chioccioli
Chioccioli began his consulting
career in 1992, after working

several years for the Ruffino
company, and his stellar
inventory of estates includes
Brunello producer Fanti and
Friuli’s historic Livio Felluga.
Chioccioli is perhaps best
known, however, for his work
with Maremma property Tua
Rita, where he has consulted
since 1998. After Sassicaia, its
pure Merlot bottling, Redigaffi, is
the area’s most iconic wine.

owns the Falesco estate that
straddles Lazio and Umbria,
best known for its opulent
Montiano bottling, made from
100% Merlot.

Carlo Ferrini (pictured)

Riccardo Cotarella
A teacher at the University of
Tuscia near Viterbo, Cotarella
began consulting in 1981 and
soon became consultant to
some of Italy’s leading estates,
such as Castello di Volpaia,
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Montevetrano, Sportoletti and,
formerly, Feudi di San Gregorio
– to name but a few. Along with
his brother Renzo, Cotarella also

Before becoming a consultant
in 1992, Carlo Ferrini worked as
technical consultant with
the Chianti Classico Consorzio
and, even today, many of his
clients are in Tuscany, including
high-profile estates Castello
di Fonterutoli, Castello di Brolio
and Poliziano. Ferrini also
works in other regions, most
notably Sicily, where he provides
consultation for Tasca d’Almerita
and, formerly, Donnafugata.

